GoldChain
Global gold asset trading platform based
on blockchain cryptocurrency
GOLDCHAIN is a blockchain-based ﬂagged gold asset trading platform that uses GOLD digital
assets to support 100% physical gold or exchange-traded funds (ETFs). This means that the
future digital assets GOLD and gold can be linked, GOLD uses blockchain cryptocurrency to
solve the global gold and other precious asset transactions.
Global gold deals amount to trillions of dollars a year, yet gold trades liquidity is not as high in
conventional trading scenarios, and buying and selling GOLD digital assets is an extremely
convenient and safe way. GOLD tokens can be easily exchanged with the mainstream virtual
currency such as BTC, ETH, XRP and other legal currencies, and linked to the gold trading, so
that the transaction itself is more secure, stable, convenient, authoritative and pioneering the
global gold Loan.
GOLDCHAIN and the global gold mining companies, exchanges to establish a solid and stable
basis of cooperation, GOLECHAIN GOLD token introduced will greatly change the way the global
gold trading, and won the heavyweight market.
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Trade

Pay
Due to its low volatility, customers may be
more willing to GOLD for various payment
rewards. Because of the low commissions,
speed, and aﬀordability (no extra crossborder payments), you can do this as well
as use GOLD rather than traditional legal
transactions.

Asset layout

You can convert your physical gold at
GOLDCHAIN Blockchain trading
platform. This not only protects the
safety, Also simpliﬁes the process.

Loan

Use GOLD gold assets token, you
Global assets can be conveniently
accessed，The layout, this is a guarantee
Trust Mechanism, Blockchain Technology
and Gold The perfect combination to
ensure the ownership of the assets
Reliability and safety.

On the GOLDCHAIN platform, for funding
needsUsers, through the GOLD token, to
achieve a reasonable loan,This opens up a
worldwide lending mechanism to the world
Funds have a convenient distribution
channels.

GoldChain
safe deposit box

Managed safe is developed for use
P2P lending and procedures to accept, evaluate,
Weighing, and store gold valuables,
After all the data uploaded to
GOLDCHAIN's blockchain.

Gold Storage

Cayman slands
Byzantium
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Hong Kong
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Gold lending

GoldChain
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If you are a user holding a GOLD digital
currency asset,Well, naturally, you enjoy the
future based on our launch GOLD and gold
benchmark loan service, pay attention,
This is a privilege, limited to our holding bank
account.
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Hedging
The online currency of traders and users can stabilize
the value of the assets they transfer through their
network assets.
Employers and importers can reduce clearing and crossborder funds transfer committees.
Project Planning In withdrawing ICO, you can minimize
the risk of major changes in the high volatility of the
capital ETH and BTC.

TOKEN PLAN
The total amount of coins: 1180000000
TOKEN NAME: GOLD
TOKEN agreement: based on Ethereum's erc20
standard smart contract
Hard top: 20000eth
First issue of GOLD largest: 50%

Use of funds

Route Map

2017 Q2 Project sprout

2017 Q3 Strategic planning of
the project

2017 Q4 Gold and other industry resources to ﬁnd

2018 Q1 Ready to start ICO

2018 Q2 Develop mobile app
2018 Q3 Carry out marketing plan
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